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Recruitment campaign for a wealth
management firm
What was the problem?

A wealth management firm needed a way to revamp their recruitment effort. The recruitment team needed to find
qualified leads in their territory but were out of ideas on how to differentiate themselves from other firms. Reed
Media was brought in to present new channels of engagement and find out how to best reach new advisors.

What was the solution?

Reed Media decided, with the help of the internal marketing team, that
instead of picking a few certain channels, they would test them all. The
wealth management firm had not done any testing on what channels
their clients responded well, so no research existed to base a campaign.
We decided to try them all. The plan was a coordinated effort between
email marketing, social media ads, landing pages, and pointed web
advertising to make sure the firm could select the most effective longterm marketing solution. All of the campaigns looked very similar to each
other as to only focus on the channel through which the campaign is
directed. They also pointed to the same landing page that was connected
to Google Analytics, that would show which channels brought in the most
advisors. The results are to the right. Reed Media decided to run all of the
campaigns for one month, evaluate the results, and then continue what
worked.

What was the result?

After the month of running campaigns across all platforms, Reed Media found
that the most successful channel by pure clicks and views was Google Search
ads, but when we evaluated where the leads came from, we saw the most
viable leads came from a combination of web advertising (thinkadvisor.com
above) and LinkedIn. The wealth management firm found a consistent web
presence and four qualified leads with a potential of 200 million dollars on the
wealth management firm’s platform, just from this test. We recommended they
continue advertising with the website and LinkedIn with a follow up in 6
months to make sure the market had not changed.

What did we learn?

Successful campaigns come from a variety of sources and tracking those
sources becomes important in continuing success. Sometimes the channel with
the most perceived value is not the one with the most value. Facebook sent the
most visitors to the landing page, but the advisors it brought were not as
valuable as LinkedIn or thinkadvisor.com. By closely monitoring the analytics of
a campaign we can determine the best places to advertise for a client and make
sure they show up there.
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